
 
 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 
A Special Issue of The International Journal of Information, Diversity, & Inclusion (IJIDI) 

TOPIC: DIVERSITY OF INFORMATION BEHAVIOURS  
IN THE DOMAINS OF PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY WELLBEING 

 
In the past, cultural and familial traditions were the primary sources of information that guided 
community leaders, government policy makers, spiritual teachers, and formal educators about 
ways for citizens to navigate information in order to be productive citizens within communal 
societies. In contemporary times, traditional ways of passing on behavioural protocols are 
being challenged by the advent of a digital culture via the Internet alongside a global population 
migration movement (especially amongst young people) that keeps today’s information 
channels constantly changing in content, context, and audience. Indeed, many people have 
become sceptical and suspicious of traditional agents of information dissemination such as 
news journalists (due to the issue of “fake news”.) and of the wisdom of their elders whose 
knowledge is seen as redundant in the digital age.  
 
Nowadays, Instagram influencers, bloggers, TV personalities or ‘spiritual gurus’ encourage us 
to be mindful and attentive to our wellbeing and to the wellbeing of the world at-large, by way 
of a non-ending flow of information online. Many of these initiatives relate to lifestyle 
practices, self-encouragement, food choices, parenting styles, and increasingly, the state of the 
planet, as climate change becomes more omnipresent in community and political discourse. A 
number of those who encourage these literacy practices, and share information to support them, 
have taken on an almost messianic status within sub-groups of society, particularly amongst 
middle class women. Initiatives by celebrities, such as Gwyneth Paltrow’s Goop  
(https://goop.com), are leaders in the branding of wellness as a commodity, and the commodity 
is expensive. 
 
This special issue of IJIDI, seeks to critique research and personal perspectives on diversity of 
information behaviours in the domains of community and personal wellbeing. Papers may 
include observations on the information behaviours of individuals or groups as case studies or 
examples. Largely, this issue will focus on the diverse ways in which information seekers 
engage with information sources in the world of the everyday, and what do they do with that 
information when they get it, either individually or collectively. It is expected that the papers 
will draw together concepts that will lead to further discussion and research on information 
behaviour in this increasingly influential area of personal and community engagement. 
 
Topics that may inspire interest from authors could include information behaviours of 
individuals and groups related to: 

• Health and wellbeing 
• Religious and spiritual practices 
• Sexual orientation 
• Food choices 
• Exercise regimes 
• Political mobilisation 
• Parenting practices 
• Engagement with Indigenous traditions 
• Recovery from personal and community calamity 
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• Response to climate change 
• Everyday literacy practices 

We invite fully developed research papers for the Articles Section (original empirical research, 
conceptual and theoretical papers), as well as shorter submissions for the Special Section 
(opinion/viewpoint submissions, reports from the field, doctoral work-in-progress reports, and 
other shorter miscellaneous pieces). Papers from authors and scholars critiquing information 
behaviours outside mainstream Western culture are particularly encouraged in order that the 
topic under review can be more widely expressed and understood. 
 
THIS ISSUE WILL BE GUEST EDITED BY: 
Dr. Peta Wellstead, PhD, Faculty member, School of Philosophy and Theology, University of 
Notre Dame, Australia, New Zealand (peta.wellstead@nd.edu.au)  
 
SUBMISSION PROCESS – IMPORTANT DATES 
This special issue of IJIDI is scheduled for publication in April 2021. The following 
submission timeline applies: 
 
01 May 2020: Expressions of interest (name, role and affiliation; Extended abstracts of up to 
1,000 words for full research papers, and up to 500 words for contributions to the special 
section). Please email your submissions to: peta.wellstead@nd.edu.au 
30 June 2020: Notification of acceptance 
15 October 2020: Full papers due 
April 2021: Special issue published 
 

Author Guidelines and Peer Review Process 
Please consult IJIDI Author Guidelines and IJIDI Peer Review 
Process at: https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/ijidi/about/submissions#authorGuidelines 

Any questions related to this issue should be addressed to: peta.wellstead@nd.edu.au. 
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